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THE OGAMS OF THE SUN TEMPLE

By

David J. Eccott

On tbc walls, and witbin a cave of a group of tower rocks in Colorado, various
have been discovered
to be comprised of letters of the Ogam
in use, principally the British bles, between 400
900 AD. Some examples of Ogam
also been located in
Europe, but it is not considered to have been
in
New World, particularly before the time of Columbus. Tbe script
in tbe Ogam script of
eontains certain properties tbat, specialists say, are
Old World. On that
tbc American version has
as
of tbe Colorado Ogams have been attempted,
Nevertheless, when
sense
refer to certain astronomical
been observed to actually occur. Certain engravings,
inscriptions, also appear to contain affinities with an Old World religion.

THE OGAM ALPHABET
Before describing the inscnptlOns and
engravings that have been found on the tower
rocks in Colorado, it is important that we
discuss the Ogam alphabet, as used in the
British lsles, in some detail.
OGAM,
spelt
pronounced "Oh-m", was
alphabet used by
the Celts. In essence, is a coded notation that
to represent
uses parallel lines in
letters. About 500 Ogam inscriptions have
been found in Ireland, Scotland, Wales and
England dating from between the 4th and 7th
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centuries AD. Many of these inscriptions
have been deciphered, but there are also
inscriptions in the archaic forms of Gaelic
and Pictish that have not been deciphered.
Similar markings, that some have said date to
as early as 500 BC, have been found on
standing stones in Spain and Portugal, the
area of the lberian Peninsula from
Celts who colonized
may
The majority of
found in Ireland where there
examples of Ogam writing
These exist in the form of gaUim
stones). Whilst all surviving traces
are inscriptions on stone, it was probably
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more
inscribed on
stakes
and trees. lnseriptions
take the form
a person's name,
name of a
were probably used to mark boundaries
and burials, ete ..
THE ACTUAL origins
remain
obscure.
name Ogam (or Ogham) was
from that
the Celtic god
literature and eloquenee, Ogma, who is
credited
invention of the
It
"",,,",'<eH"'''' that it evolved out of a
used
accounting. T oday
believe that it was deve\oped in
during the
and 5th
However, ifthe
scholar
recent book, 'Where, when, and
alphabet was invented is not known ....
nature of the Ogam
is such that it
is impossible to pin point its souree
inspiration or to
its formers in time
any degree of accuracy.'(l). It
to note that
Celtie god
was linked with
Gaulish god
whose golden speech was recorded
artwork as a
ehain
tip of his
to
ears
a group
itself, seems to provide
tbe
that the
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to eonjecture that
may have
in Libya,
where the
An-, .. ,,'''' are thought to
come. The
Roman Catholic Benedictines
it for literary purposes between
AD.
The fourteenth
manuscript
as
The Book
Ballymote, wh ich is now in
over one
of Ogam. For our
only be necessary to describe
content of
alphabet. The
letters, and was
COIlSOnalltS, divided
l"etrs>t.,<O

probably added at a later
was
by

m
Europe.
Stuart Piggott in Neolithic
(2) illustrates
amuJets, whieh appear to be Ogam-inseribed,
that were professionally excavated at
Windmill
BC.). In all
seventeen such inseribed artefacts were
excavated at Windmill Hili, and
eompared
carvings with certain Breton
and
rock carvings.

monks

was
monks as a
script
450 and 800 AD. This has led some

first century AD.

In

LINGUISTIC information
m
Ogam is sparse, but it is sufficient to reveal a
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Figure 2: Ogam stone fro m Burßbam, County Kerry, Irelaßd.
Photo: laß Thompson.
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older than OJd Irish, the
well-documented variety of the

it
certain
said to

of a stone.
various

for such an
corroborated
by
observations that confrrm
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that Celtic people
New World are laughable
archaeologists and
also Jeft Ogam inscriptions,
vowels as they are in the British
without vowels, makes the whole
even more implausible. However,
19th century authorities on Ogam,
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Fig.3: Ogam letters as they appear in inscriptions at sites in America. Note tbe total absence
ofvowels. Also, tbe strokes tbat intersect tbe stemline for tbe cODSonantal group M G Ng S/Z
R are not oblique to tbe stemline, as in the European Ogams, but perpendicular to it.

Figure 4A: Agbadoe inscr iption from County Kerry, Ireland, , with appa rent vowelless Ogam
characteristics.
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even vowelled Ogam is
to
Often,
possible, although
somewhat if the
into distinct
possible to determine
and each word
if one is
of consonantal
any organized
difficult to add
of
permutations
be

did
were found in areas
also existed. Figure 4A
example reported by Brash.
shows a stone, first recorded in
Journal of the Royal Historical and
Association of Ire land in
Casteldearg, Co. Tyrone,
that is seemingly inscribed
with vowelless Ogam. Figure 4C shows an
example of vowelless Ogam that appears in
Book of Ballymote itself. There are many
others, but none have ever been accepted as
by academia. The 19th century
had an interest in un-vowelled
modern scholars have generally
it as "imitation" or "false" Ogam,
or "pseudo-" Ogam. In referring
un-vowelled Ogams of Scotland, F.C.
conjectured that such vowelless
were, in fact, proto-Ogam,(3) but,
this has never been accepted. It
noted that, if
on the Windmill
are indeed Ogam, they are
further
is the
that two amulets were also excavated at
although it has never been
certain
observers
have
both amulets as containing the un
strokes B-L ("Bel") oriented
and with a stemline. ("Bel",
will
importance later in this
it is worth pointing out that
so me
apparently
vowelless
Ogam
have also been located 111
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vowelled

the inscriptions in
they have not

UI;;I""UA,,>"

11

for ancient
in nature. A number of
contained no vowels at all, and
have to be inserted by whoever is
to
(or translate) the script.
difficult as it sounds. For
consonantal phrase 'thrd
recognizable to a
'third
with
34

also on its
note that the
only has an ~==
only an implied
inscribed

group are not
the Old World

but
to

in
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Figure 4B: Ogam stone from Castlederg, County Tyrooe witb apparent vowelless Ogam
cbaracteristics. Pboto: Scott Monaban.

Figure 4C: Reproduction of a pbotograpb of an Ogam inscription from tbe Book of
Ballymote. T be text tbat accompanies tbe inscription involves a warning to tbe god Lug
concer ning bis wife. Critics of tbe un-voweUed Ogam bypotbesis bave said tbat tbe portions
of the final tbree Ogam strokes tbat extend above tbe stemline do not exist, and tbat tbe
entire inscription actually consists of seven strokes below tbe stemline. Tbey have said tbat it
does not, tbereCore, constitute a word, but instead represents tbe seven bircbes witb wbich
Lug sbould castigate bis wife. Tbe original pbotograpb, taken under ultraviolet ligbt, reveals
tbat the upper portions oftbe final tbree strokes do, in fact, exist. Tbe final tbree Ogam
strokes actually intersect the stemline and represent NG. Conseq uently, the inscription,
whicb was completely vowelless, does form a word tbat bas been translated as "sign" or
"omen".
35
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Fig.5: Recumbent slab, measuring approximately 10 feet in length and 2 feet in width, that
was once on display near the base of the Gap of Dunloe, elose to Killarney in Southern
Ireland. It not only contains an Ogam inscription on its edge, but also on its surface with a n
im plied stemline. Photo: Scott Monahan

Killogrone stone is one such example, where
all the M-strokes are at right angles to the
edge-stemline except the flrst, which slopes
the wrong way.(4).

THERE IS ALSO the question of the
language that was being used. The languages
spoken by the Continental Celts had no
survivors after the flrst millennium AD. In
fact, extremely little would be known ab out
the Celtic languages were it not for the
36

British Isles. At the time of the Roman
occupation in the British Isles, Brithonic was
spoken in Brita in, and Goedelic was spoken
in Ireland. T he Brithonic dialects that have
survived into more recent times are Welsh,
Cornish and Breton. The Goedelic dialects
that have survived ioto more recent times are
lrish, Scottis h, Gaelic and Manx. It has been
established that the inscriptions in Ireland
that were written using the Ogam alphabet
during the 4th and 5th centuries AD were in
an earlier form of the Irish langtlage that has
been termed "Old Irish" or "Prim itive Irish".
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However, it is not known what language was
being
when the American Ogams were
inseribed, and the question has arisen as to
It IS
to
to recover
the Old Irish tongue when translating these
Ogams.
who
to
deeipher the
sourees,
Common Celtie soure es to
to
at a meaningfuJ translation. These
sources have
used on the
that,
assuming the people who inseribed
the Old World in
Ogams
fIrst
they
the
linguistie
roots available to use in
to recover
a
probably
language.

that contains the Ogams in question
been
"The
Temple". This is
purelya name that has been given to the site
by
who have
it.
reasons for the name will become obvious,
but it in no way
any known
local name.
site, and others like it
been the
some very
eoncentrated, painstaking, and thorough
research for weil over twenty
The team of
was originally led
by William McGlone
Phillip '-'''''HU'
but after the death of William McGlone in
1999, Phillip Leonard has continued with the
research.
is
on
land south of
The
the Arkansas River in
Colorado, near the mouth of a
eanyon. lt eonsists of a group of tower
that are actually eroded eolumns
" .. ""v..... Figure 6A is a photograph of
tower rocks, and I<'igure 6B is a
detailing the location
the petroglyphs,
inscriptions, and other
that are dealt
with in the fol1owing text. Part
surface
of the east facing
appears to have been
purposely smoothed by man, and a simple
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ring, that the investigators have termed a
has been earved on
the smoothed surface. (I<'igure
Such "Sun
oeeur at other sites in the
vicinity, and they usually are found to
an alignment
a Solar event.
the ring at the
v".,_v".v~ so that

head in the centre

cliff, a heavily
ON
patinated
was
that
appeared to be "Tree" Ogam. Tree
the
a
method of
script in the Old World,
on a
of
it is
It was
same vein as the stave version, except that,
instead
the grooves for the
incised across a stemHne, the grooves were
as if they were
at the
branches. (Figure 8). For this reason, Tree
is
to as "branch"
The Tree Ogam inscription at the Sun
(Figure 9A)
a
resemblance to such
(Compare
9A with Figure 8). When the
inscription was
with the voweJs
the inscription read
Celtic 'Foil
Bel La
i Bel Mam'.
was then
translated as: THE SUN RING ALONG
WITH
SHOULDER BY
OF
SUN AN» HILL. (I<'igure 9B). The
of
cryptic message
revealed in the following
was assumed that
Ring"
petroglyph. In
"Ring" was translated from "foil",
of the
with
word for "the
sun".(5). (It is
as ean be seen in
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F igu re 6A: The "Sun Temple" tower rocks in soutb-eastern Colorado, USA.
Photo: David Eccott.

Figure 6B: The SUß Temple. A: Sun-Ring petroglypb. B: Sballow cave. C: Lip of cave w itb
Noble Twins Ogam. D: Large untranslated Ogam-like inscription. E: Tree Ogam. Drawing :
Jaß McConnell.
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Figure 7: "Sun-Ring petroglyph" carved on the smoothed surface of the east-facing rock of
the Sun Temple. Photo: David Eccott.
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Figure 8: "Tree" (or "branch") Ogam.
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Figure 9A: Ogam inscription (Ieft), and Tree Ogam inscription (rigbt) at tbe Sun Temple.
Pboto: W illia m R. McGlone.
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111 Ir m
Cellie:
English.·
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F - L

B-L

L M-D

Foil
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La Imdae

111 11
H B-L
Bel

M-M
Mam

THE SlJN-RTNG ALONG WJTH THE SHOULDER

BY MEANS OF SUN AND HILL

Figure 9B: Diagram of Figure A witb transliteration and translation. (Tree Ogam insc ription
is to be read from bottom to top). Tbis diagrarn was inaccurate in previous publications. Tbe
version reproduced here is correct. Drawing: Phillip Leonard.
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the hole beneath the
a half sun at sunrise,
strokes for F-L is
the
of
F-L are like sun rays.
The same technique as was also used at
another
known as the Anubis Caves that
seems to be
to
Sun
The
Tree Ogam inscription, combined with the
orientation
the
petroglyph,
strongly
an
rock that
petroglyph and the
cliff containing the tree
is an
shallow cave about seven
feet above ground level.
dimensions are
approximately
feet long, four
deep,
and two feet
The
of
cave is
grooves, most
which are
by
Attempts to
these inscriptions have been met with varying
success, but two inscriptions in
particular,
Figure 10), appeared to
the
that
was an
astronomical alignment at the site.
Most prominent
the two
in
question was a large
with horizontal
incisions carved in it across a stemline. (This
can
seen on the
side of
10).
Reading from bottom upwards,
S/Z (four
speil out
Ogam
through the stem line) and L (two strokes
By adding the
vowel, this can be
as the word SOL
meaning SUN, which was
widely by
many ancient peoples including
Celts. To
a
left of the SOL inscription there is
inscription that begins with an
engraving like an inverted
and which is
followed by, what
to be, Ogam
incisions across a stemline. (This can be seen
on the left
of
10
in Figure HA).
word '
this
are
spaced, and two words
seem to have been written.
from
to
the
of the
word have been
transliterated as Ng (N), and the
second word have been transliterated as
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TBGR
vowels, the two words
as «in (which translates as time
can be
or season) and tobagh(6) (whkh tli:1II:-'I1JLleS
Therefore, a complete
cou Id be TIME FOR REAPING or
SEASON FOR REAPING.

was
Temple
digress a
preference
above
NG
S. Indeed, the
in America
is said to exist, and it is
where
peculiarity that
shed doubt on the
markings as
Ogam.
authenticity of
have said
these
actually
and destroy the meaning of the
and that any
translations
therefore result in
Such
in
spelling are
words in the
the Old
apparent
transliterated
"Griang", as opposed to the aCi~e[1ited
"Grian". Critics have said that an
for
particular word is inadmissible.
actual
as the
O'Rahilly has noted,
in Ireland today
NG, whilst in other
reverse is
true. In
Ng is even
in other areas, vice
versa.
Old
Dictionary of the
Royal Irish Academy, some
are
equally with
or N without any alteration
1t all
it
variation in dialects. An S - Z interchange is
not uncommon
as
and Spanish, and there has been French
Sand Z for
confusion
centuries.
some Ogamists
the
letter m
sound
question, (consisting of four
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Figure 10: Ogam insc riptions

OD

the ceiling ofa small elevated cavc at the
Photo: David Eccott.

Figure HA: Ogam inscription at the
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SUD

SUD

Temple.

Temple. Photo: David Eccott.
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N

T-B-G-H

111

"',11'

N

T-B-G-H

Uin
SEASON

11B:

Tobagh
(FOR)

11 A with transliteration

intersecting the
as
is the
case in Encyclopaedia Britannica), or
ST, all of which see m to
of dialect.
changes and interchanges over
languages, and even within
dialects, are an accepted
For
and interchange between P and B is a very

where
been the norm. It simply
an anomaly in their actual dialect.
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REAPING

translation.

also bear in mind that we are probably
dealing with a relatively
unit of
irnmigrants to the New World, not a
wholesale invasion
and
thousands of people.
inflection in the dialect
have been a single clan
their inscriptions, is what might
to occur.

With the information
translation of the inscriptions,
to see if some form
alignment would take place at the site.
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photograph that was
day of
5th
rising sun, viewed
petroglyph, ean
seen
the hollow formed
the

"'Hlrtpr

a
overhang, Iike a notch
and he will observe
a hollow area 1S
thus formed between the notch
horizon. (Figure 12). It was proposed
the time of the summer
sun, when observed from
petroglyph, would fit into the hollow area
formed by the
overhang
The suggested al ignment was
time of the 1984 summer :>Vll:>lI\.,.'V.
sun was hidden totally
when viewed directly
the
the shadow cast was
petroglyph to

the inseriptions are, .. nJ'''''''U,
they have been eorrectly
much as their messages
by a
event.
is
the Tree Ogam inscription:
ALONG WITH
MEANS OF SUN AND HILL

THIS initial
message
translation of the
was not
abandoned, and it was decided to see jf a
alignment still might occur
the solstice and the equinox at a date
important to the ancient Celtic people.
children of the rancher who owns the
I1n1-"'<>,"<>11 to check at sunrise on :>u~.\.,.",.;:;u
fmd
and when, an
occurred. Success
ca me on the
when the full disc of the
was observed sitting in the hollow 1-nT'In?'/1
cliff overhang and the horizon.
a third inscription
to the right
the eircled SOL
in Figure 10), that may
that the solar event was to take
days. lt was more
difficuJt to
because the strokes of
many
the letters are so equally spaced that
it 1S difficu It to determine word groupings.
Many different translations are possible as a
it has only been tentatively
on a preliminary basis. The
are sufficiently spaeed to read, and
to spell out the Ogam consonants for
By inserting appropriate
IS

learned
ealendar), the 8th
There are four eross
during the year. Two oeeur
the summer solstice and the
one in August when the
point on the horizon is moving south, and one
in May when it is moving north. Two more
occur in February and November between
and the winter solstice respeetively.
days were extremely important
the aneient Celts, and aetually set
Calendar.(7). Figure 13 shows the
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Figure 12: View from the "SuD-Ring petroglyph" showing the cliffwitb a protruding
overbang ("sboulder") fonned by a notcb. On tbe cross-quarter days, tbe SUD appears to rise
withiD tbe bollow area between tbe Dotcb and tbe borizon. Photo: David Eccott.
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Figure 13: Sunrise alignment on the cross-quarter day. Although this photograph was taken
on the cross-quarter day ofMay 5th (1985), the alignment is exactly the same on the cross
quarter day of August 8 th • Photo: William R. McGlone.

vowels, the word can be trans litera ted as
Lugnasa.(8). Lugnasa was the great pre
harvest festival of the Celts. It was celebrated
in early August at the time of the cross
quarter day, and was held in honour of Lug,
one of the Celtic sun gods.(8). Furthermore,
the tip of the inverted V that precedes the
season for reaping inscri ption, seems to be
aligned to the rising suu. This, comb ined with
the word reaping also suggests a link with
the pre-harvest festival of Lugnasa at the time
of the cross-quarter day in August. The site,
therefore, seems as if it were used for the
Lugnasa festival in August, rather than the
Beltane festival in May.
IT IS WORJIT pointi ng out that solar
alignments on cross-quarter days are
observable at ancient sites in other parts of
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the world where Celtic people are known to
have inhabited. Such an alignment can be see
in Figure 14 that shows a solar alignment
occurring at sun rise on the cross-quarter day
in February at Stonehenge in the British Isles.

DATING THE SUN TEMPLE
If the inscriptions described above are indeed
Ogam, the question that remains is; when
were they executed? There is another
inscription that may provide an answer to that
question.
On the lower lip of the cave, an intricate
motif has been executed on an angled flat
section of rock. (Figure ISA). It has
groupings of small "plus-signs" (+ signs),

Migration & Diffusion, VoL 6, Issue Number 23,2005

Figure 14: Cross-quarter days were important events in tbe Celtic Calendar. Solar
alignments on cross-quarter days are observable at many ancient Celtic sit4es. Tbis
pbotograpll shows a solar align ment occurr ing at SUD rise on tbe cross quarter day in
Febr uary at Stonebenge in the British Isles. Photo: Marita Vickroy.

Figure ISA: The "Noble Twins" panel at the Sun Temple. Photo: David Eccott.
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are

>I"">lr"pnT

Figure 15B i5 a
the basic pattern of the
the Ogam inscription

ami,

THE WORD GR01JPINGS

the consonant
does not appear to have a
if an inferred
IS
from
not have
should not prevent it being
Ogam
in the
were sometimes Ufr.TT<,"
or
stone
is testimony
not been incised next to
two words, but appears above, and to the
This group also
a stemline
signs for the consonants S - M.
appropriate
the
can be transliterated as In Neas
translated as THE NOBLE
is correct it would seem to
zodiacal
by the twin .,,_'"'.... ~
and Pollux, was
small plus-signs are
stars in this
is a remarkable similarity
pattern depicted 00 the
Gemini constellation,
stars radiating
and another
to
in
ISA and 1
be seen that they do not seem to
to any
stars in the constellation. It was
thought,
that the large
may have
intended to
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was some concern
in vestigators
plus-sign in
the panel had
into the first
inscription. The horizontal

conducted on
petroglyph and
Twins
Furthermore,
searches for earlier possibilities showed that
another tripie
between
Saturn, and
had also occurred in 324

Be.

sophisticated
Digi-Star
was employed to
in 471 AD. So, in order
the tripIe
to veriry
I used the computer
astronomy programme REDSHIFT to search
for conjunctions
occurred between
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English: THE

NOBLE

Figure 15B: Diagram ofFigure 15A with transliteration and translation.
Leonard.

Figure 15C: Astronomical interpretation ofthe
panel. Drawing: Phillip

- M

Phillip

plus-signs on the Noble
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Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn during the time
span of 500 BC to 1000 AD .. I set a
loeation of 103° 42' Wand 38° 00' N, whieh
are the
La Junta, the nearest
town to the Sun Temple, and set the
eonjunetion-search faeility in operation. In
order to obtain the closest possible mateh
with the
on
Noble
it was important that any
were
by
the positions of Jupiter
within the boundaries
eonstellation as they had
on
Twins panel. The Gemini constellation
an
with
stars Castor and
at one extremity,
the stars
Posterior
A Ihena at
the
extremity. As the Noble Twins
panel
to show the eonsteHation
orientated with Castor and
to the
and
it
Posterior and Alhena to the
was important
this was also
ease with
any results subsequently
SURPRlSINGLY, although the 324 BC tripie
eonjunetion was detected by
no
tripie eonjunction was
for the year
471 AD. In
between 500
and 1000
18 tripIe
detected
but only two of them had
One
occurred
the eonstelJation of
was the 324 BC tripie eonjunction, and the
had occurred in 531 AD. In
BC
conjunetion, whieh had oecurred at 4:14a.m.,
the orientation of the conjunction
panel, the
just
southern
the
eonstellation. In the 531 AD conjunction,
which had oecurred at 8: 1
the three
were
the boundaries of the
stars forming the
but the
the
was
eompletely different to that shown on the
panel. Castor
Pollux formed a northern
tip of
eonjunetion,
Posterior
and Alhena, whieh were
below the
horizon, formed a southern tip.
neither
these two tripIe conjunetions
50
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appeared to fit the pattern shown on
for one reason or another.

panel

I then set the
Using the same
conjunction seareh faeility to look for double
and Saturn
had occurred within the same time span. A
but only in
total of ninety nine were
of
were
two planets
or e10se
constellation
Gemini. Furthermore,
conjunctions had occurred in
one of those
471 AD.

not have
in 384 BC,
1
daylight hours
also not have been
only one more, which was the 471
AD conjunction.
REDSHIFT showed
even the
conjunction did not fully meet the
requirements
were needed to obtain an
exact
with the depiction on
Noble
paneL Most importantly, the
conjunction had occurred, not of August 8th,
but on June 19th. Furthermore, 1t had
occurred
midday at 1
would not, of course,
Added to that, the
constellation was, once more, different to that
shown on
Noble twins
and
and Saturn were
constellation
turning
clock back a little it was possible
to obtain a
how the two
the constellation wou ld have appeared at
just
sunrise on June
At
orientation of the constellation
was a good
for that depicted on the
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but Jupiter and Saturn
the constellation
BY TURN1NG the c10ck forward on a five
whole pattern
change, and at the
then Saturn
boundaries of the
July 5th, both
were within the constellation
boundaries, but even at 2:30a.m., during the
was
very
could have made
the end

slightly forwards or
wou ld produce a pattern
shown on the Noble Twins
similar to
possibilities emerged.
panel, but no
I results were
Neither were
for conjunctions
obtained by
such as, for instance,
Venus and
or Jupiter and Mars, etc ..
year 471 AD
therefore, to be a
that would
whether

event was not a
only one of its kind to
the design
to be,
symbols on
To aneient people
who, in any case, probably would not have
of a true
understood
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Figure 16:
Print from REDSm Ff.
Viewing location: 103° 42 ' W. 38° 00' N.
Date: August 8'\ 471 AD (Gregorian)
Time: 2.30 a.m. (Iocal time)
Tbe eastern sky, showing Jupiter, Saturn, and Venus straddling the ecliptic, and their
positions with regard to the Gemini Constellation. Compare witb Figure ISC.
(Tbe discs of Jupiter, Saturn, and Venus bave been enlarged for purposes of c1arity).
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years before the present. Analysis of the Sun
Ring produced dates that fell between 750
and 950 years before the present, which
seemed to produce yet another anomaly.
However, subsequent careful examination of
the Sun-Ring revealed patches of much older
patina that indicated that, not only had the
Sun-Ring been re-carved at some point, but
that the original carving was done
considerably earlier than 750-950 years
before present. When certain sampies from
both the Noble Twins panel and the Sun-Ring
were re-entered, a date much closer to the 5th
century AD was obtained.
THE QUESTION that subsequently arises is
why Gemini, (the twins), was of significance
to the people who had carved this particular
panel at the Sun Temple? An answer to that
question may lie in the religion ofMithraism.

TBE RELIGION OF MITHRAS
By introducing Mithraism, we are, it must be
said, introducing another incongruous factor
into an equation that is already unacceptable
to mainstream doctrine. Not only that, but to
also suddenly introduce a reference to the
religion of Mithras may, at first sight, appear
to be totally irrelevant to everything that has
been said previously in this essay. However,
it must be understood that the Sun Temple is
not the only site in America where apparent
Ogam inscriptions have been found. There
are many, but two other sites in particular
seem to be inexorably linked, not only by the
existence of Ogam inscriptions, but also by
mythology and technique of execution, to the
Sun Temple. Olle site, known as Crack Cave,
is also situated in Southeast Colorado, and
the other site, known as the Anubis Caves, is
located in the Oklahoma Panhandle. The
Anu bis caves, in particular, are imbued with,
what would appear to be, Mithric symbolism.
The religion of Mithras has its roots in the

cult of Mithra, the ancient Persian god of
light and wisdom, who appears as the
"beneficent Olle" and ruler of the world. He
was supposed to have slaill the div ine bu H,
from whose dying body sprang all plants
and animals beneficial to humanity. After
the conquest of Assyria in the 7th century
BC and of Babylonia in the 6th century
BC, Mithra became the god of the sun,
which was worshipped in his name. The
Greeks of Asia Minor, by identifying
Mithra with Hellos, the Greek god of the
sun, helped to spread the cult. It was
brought to Rome about 68 BC by Cilician
pirates whom the Roman general Pompey
the Great had captured, and during the
early empire it spread rapidly throughout
Italy and the Roman provinces where it
became a riyal to Christianity. During the
early years of the 4th century AD,
Mithra ism was eventually suppressed
under the Roman Emperor Constantine, but
it continued to be popular in the provinces
where it was often practised in secret. As
D. Jason Cooper has said in describing
Mithras, 'For almost 500 years his religion
vied with Christianity for dominance of
Rome and through the whole of Western
Civilization. In ancient times he found
followers in the Indian, Persian, and
Roman Empires, and as far north as the
Russian steppes.. .. Mithras has been
worshipped in more religious trad itions
than perhaps any other deity in history.
Aryan tribaI pagans, Hindus, Iranian
pagans, Zarathustrians, the Mitanni people
of the Middle East, and even the
Manicheans have all worshipped him.' (lO).
THE SUN-GOD was known to the soldiers
of the Roman Empire as "Mithras Sol
Invictus". The principal god of the
Babylonians was "Bel" who, in the O ld
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Testament was referred to as
Marduk, god of the Sun and battle.
connections to
also
states that the Celtic
sun-god, and was not only "''"Iua1c",u
Celtic god Grannus, but
divinities
of

out
southern
to the
Belenus.(12), whilst Robert Graves
Belenus as a
The Celtic

were also extremely important to Mithraism.
In traditional Greek mythology, the Dioscuri
were the twin
Castor and Pollux who
were the sons of Zeus. It is they who gave
name to the constellation Gemini (the
Some criticism has been level1ed at
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as
i nter-connected,
fIrmly established that strang elements
the Mithric religion had taken root
the Celts from very early times. lt must
also be made clear that, apart form there
being places of worship in Rome de(jicaü:d
to Mithras, there were also Danubian
places ofworship dedicated to Mithras.
ASTRONOMICAL
IMAGERY
and
symbolism pervaded the cult of
also celebrated the equinoxes.
At Ceasarea, in Syria, a Mithraeum was
only allowed the sun to shine on
on the days of the
rituals, and
initiation of the religion are far too
complex to discuss in this essay, but
aspects are worth relating, as they may
to the Noble
at the
Sun Temple.
Firstly, Mithrasians would have found
celestial sphere important because
have
significant to them in
terms. Specifically, they had
of correspondences ,vith
Secondly, the "twins"
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Continental Celts, as they are
are
known to us only from a limited number of
'(16). As mentioned
formerly
are the only ones
descendants in more recent
evidence supplied by
that have descended from the
original Brithonie and Goedelic tongues, it
has been possible to classify the Celtie
into two groups; P-Celtic and Q
Renfrew explains that 'in Brithonie
qu- appears as p-, whereas in
it remains as q, later becoming k.
the numeral 'four' and the pronoun 'who'
appear in Welsh as pedwar and pwy, and in
Irish as cethir and cia. '(17). Therefore, P
Celtie ineludes Welsh and Breton, and Q
ineludes Irish and Seottish Gaelie.
It has

possible to determine that the
who wIote the Ogam inseriptions in
were
speakers. However,
we must not be too hasty in eoncluding that
eame from Ire1and, even
Ireland is also the eountry where the
Ogam inseriptions are found. We
must remember that the Celts who eolonized
originated in the
where
the unvowelled variety are
Jt
also been demonstrated
central and western parts of lberia
were inhabited by a people speaking a Celtic
and that these people can be
with the Celtiberians mentioned by
writers.
quest ion of religious
eonsidered. From the
Mithrasian symbology
Ogam
particularly in
of the Oklahoma
there is an affinity,
not so much
the Celts of western
of Anatolia, the
but with the
by
aneient geographers for
It is not possible to detail these
essay but, at the time of

topie

IS

soon to be
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world, eonquering
and Thessaly.
Rome in 390, saeked Delph i
penetrated Asia Minor, where
as Galatians. Although the
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the Celtie languages,
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time
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Many questions
unanswered, and
firm conclusions are therefore, by
necessity, impossible in many cases.
OGAM alphabet
not in
during the 3rd
AD, but
before then? We do not know
but some evidence wou Id seem to
suggest that it did. Was
ever an
of the
unvoweJled
answer m the
evidence
that this was the case. It is
that the
people used the
alphabet,
did
ever bring an
unvowelled form of it to the New World
the time of Columbus? Professional
archaeologists
epigraphers
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adamant that
people did not
the
World before Columbus,
when the inscriptions of
are transliterated and translated
Irish sources and common
an attempt to reconstruct a more <l1'lI',p,nt
that was probably "V'J"',",H
inscriptions make
sense. The astronomical alignments, of
the inscriptions speak, have
subsequently observed, and appear to
occur. 1f, then, Celtic people did bring an
unvowelled version of Ogam to the New
World, were they also practising a form of
religion in the tower rocks of
Again, we cannot say for sure,
petroglyphs, especially in
caves of the Oklahoma
also seem to portray Mithric
symbolism, If the inscriptions are not
and were not the work of Celtic
then who did execute them, and
their related petroglyphs? We
do not know, except to say that the
Indians of North America did
not celebrate festivals connected with
quarter days and cross-quarter days, ete ..
What is the Noble Twins panel really
to
and when was it
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We cannot be certain,
outlined above may
worthy

We may probably never know the full
answers to many these questions.
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